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the loader will not operate  
unless the driver is sitting in the seat.  
at least 35 pounds of pressure must 
be applied to the seat for operation. 
When entering the cab, he supported his 
weight by pressing his hand against the seat 
instead of using the hand grips. 

the loader will not operate  
unless the seat belt is buckled. 
He buckled it permanently  
behind the driver’s seat.

the loader will not operate  
unless the restraint bar is lowered. 
He disconnected the restraint bar  
wiring to the ignition. 

employees intentionally disable one-third of all safety devices installed on machinery. 

TJ Larkin ■ Larkin Communication

Don’t Override Safety Devices

an employee was climbing into  
a running skid-steer loader. 

He put his hand on the loader seat 
to support his body. 

He slipped and his foot  
accidentally pressed the  
foot pedal, raising the lift arms.

the bucket elevated and pinned 
his head against the roof edge. 

this incident was a near miss  
and could have been fatal.

1

The employee disabled three safety devices. 

2

3

Worker bypassed safety 
devices and was injured.
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a German-based project team studied intentional overrides of safety devices in machinery. the team  
examined 200 pieces of machinery and collected data from a questionnaire circulated to 1,000 occupational 
safety experts. Results showed that one-third of all safety devices on machines were disabled. 

One-third of all safety devices are disabled

Let’s talk about the safety devices in our area that we know are bypassed. 

if we bypassed these safety devices for a good reason, can we modify the 
machinery to better meet our needs? 

if we bypassed a safety device for no good reason, let’s remove the bypass 
and get the safety device working properly again before someone gets  

injured or killed.
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a report from the national institute for Occupational Safety and Health (niOSH) studied skid-steer loader 
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year in the u.S. due to incidents involving this piece of machinery. 

Skid-steer loader fatalities
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a skid-steer loader is small, quick-moving, and powerful, making it a versatile and potentially dangerous piece 
of equipment. 

as shown on the first page of this Safety Minute, When a worker inadvertently hit the foot pedals while board-
ing a loader, the bucket was activated and pinned him against the roof’s edge of the cab. the incident could 
have been fatal.

Near miss on a skid-steer loader
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